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Abstract:

This paper presents a novel static-dynamic network based people flow
simulation model applied to design optimisation of circulation spaces within
buildings and urban areas.
In the current state of art the majority of existing people flow simulation
models are driven by analysis rather than design. This is fine for simpler,
evacuation type scenarios where a single or a few analyses runs are sufficient
to determine the evacuation time. For more complex scenarios such as crowd
circulation with complex multi-directional flow, one is as interested in the
sensitivity of various design and stochastic behavioural parameters, so the
rapid modelling simulations together with design capability become important.
This paper presents a simplified network based people flow model that enables
rapid simulations and therefore iterative design optimization of circulation
space. The work integrates the techniques of graph-theory based network
analysis with an origin-destination matrix model of crowd flow, to provide a
rapid, parametric model. The resulting model can be analysed in a static as
well as dynamic state. In the static state, the model analyses space based on
connectivity of nodes, superimposed with the origin-destination matrix of
population to provide valuable information such as footfalls, density maps, as
well as quasi-static parameters such as mean flow rates. In the dynamic state,
the model allows time-dependent analysis of flow using a detailed agent based
simulation that also incorporates dynamic route-choice modelling, agent
behaviours and interaction, and stochastic variations.
The paper presents the integrated modelling technique and its implementation
into simulation software SMART Move.
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INTRODUCTION

The design of the majority of current building and infrastructure projects
is led by aesthetics and prescriptive regulations. The prescriptive regulations
have derived from building evacuation strategies. A less than perfect
situation exists at present as free, uncongested flow within built and urban
spaces is not only an issue of safety and security, but also of comfort and
visitor experience. An efficient people flow model can help architects,
planners, developers, fire engineers, safety officers, regulators and security
advisors to optimise space layout, design and management. This can results
in cost savings in terms of optimised design, and solutions that improve user
comfort, safety as well as security. However, in order to realise these
benefits, crowd flow simulation must be efficient, both in terms of
definition, setting up, execution and post-processing.
In the current state of art the majority of existing people flow simulation
models are driven by analysis rather than design. There are two main
reasons for this. One, the majority of existing crowd flow simulation models
have evolved from building evacuation needs. Such scenarios require only
an assessment of the time the occupants take to exit the buildings, usually
using the nearest exits. These tools can be used to analyse a given design
within a given scenario. The second reason is the complexity of the models.
People movement models tend to be inherently complex, as they need to
account for a combination of factors such as spatial configuration,
population behaviour, and agent interaction. The ability to account for
design variable within the model often adds to the complexity and
processing time and is as such avoided. The models therefore are typically
used to analyse a given design to predict the time for the last person to leave
the building, visualise movements around a congestion point, etc.
The complexity and speed of simulations is not a major limitation for
simple situations where a single or a few analyses runs are sufficient to
determine the evacuation time. Speed of simulation becomes important for a
building evacuation simulation with multiple exits, where one would ideally
need multiple runs with stochastic variations to account for the variations in
parameters to obtain a satisfactory estimate of the safe design of the
building. Simulation speed also becomes a more critical issue when trying to
determine an optimum design for crowd circulation, which has complex
demand arrival patterns, origin-destination matrix.
This paper presents a simplified network based people flow model that
enables rapid simulations and therefore iterative design optimization of
circulation space. The existing crowd flow simulation models fall into two
major categories: those based on space syntax theories (e.g. Penn and
Dalton, 1994), and those based on the vehicular micro-simulation models
incorporating origin-destination matrix (e.g. Owen, Galea, et al., 1996). The
space-syntax based models have a unique strength in their ability to analyse
the spatial geometry quickly and generating valuable information about the
configuration of space. However it suffers from the exclusion of dynamic
effects of flow that are driven by the needs of people to go from A to B.
Agent based models provide valuable information on interaction of agents
and densities as a function of time. However these models tend to be
complex, both in pre-processing and execution, and reliable information on
space effectiveness is only available at the end of a number of simulation
runs.
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The present work brings the advantages of these two techniques together
by integrating graph-theory based network analysis with an origindestination matrix model. The resulting model can be analysed in a static,
pseudo-dynamic, as well as dynamic state. In the static state, the model
analyses space based on traditional space syntax based approach, looking at
the geometric connectivity of nodes. In the pseudo-dynamic mode, the
network is superimposed with the origin-destination matrix of population to
provide valuable information such as footfalls, density maps, as well as
quasi-static parameters such as mean flow rates. In the dynamic state, the
model allows time-dependent analysis of flow using a detailed agent based
simulation that also incorporates dynamic route-choice modelling, agent
behaviours and interaction, and stochastic variations.
The paper presents this integrated modelling technique and its
implementation into Buro Happold’s crowd flow simulation software
SMART Move. The circulation space is represented as a 3D network of
nodes and links, with each link modelled as a “1.5-Dimensional” entity
(width information is used for lateral positioning of people on the links).
This enables rapid dynamic simulation of multiple scenarios without major
computational overheads. The model is very effective in rapid design
optimisation of spaces within and outside buildings. The static state model
allows testing of various configurations quickly. The dynamic state model
provides detailed investigation of such as maximum flow rates, queue
lengths, and design parameters to attain a required level of service. The
software can be run in the ‘design mode’, enabling the required dimensions
of the links to be determined from the simulation, based on the target
queuing or service levels.

2.

SIMULATION MODEL OUTLINE

2.1

Network Model

The spatial model is based on a network of links representing paths
connecting nodes that represent origins, destinations and junctions.
 The layout is described in terms of a 3D network that has source,
destination or intermediate nodes and links that are one-dimensional.
 Links represent streets, corridors, walkways, bridges and nodes
represent junctions, doors, and stairs/escalators entry/exit points. They
have attributes such as geometric dimensions, limiting flow rates,
speeds, etc as applicable.
 Special nodes such as queuing, service, and diversion nodes are also
included in the model. Service nodes represent points in the network
where people spend a certain time (e.g. at lockers, ticket counters, etc.);
they have an additional time parameter along with a statistical
distribution associated to it.
 Individuals are positioned laterally depending upon the interpersonal
spacing and local geometric effects. This lateral positioning of people
provides the link its “1.5D” characteristics.
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the network model as applied to a
Thomas Deacon Academy, Peterborough, UK.
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Figure 1. Network representation of the circulation space.

2.2

Behaviour model and origin-destination matrix

The model takes into account the interactions of people with the
building, environment, and other people within the network, as follows:
 Individual people are modelled, but they can be grouped and assigned
specific profiles corresponding to their age, sex, final destination, etc.
 Using nodal data the model works out the desired route taken by an
individual, based on their behavioural characteristics:
o shortest/quickest routes with or without itinerary
o preference for nearest exit/stairs vs. angle minimisation
o preferences for stairs vs. escalators
o behaviour under crowding at links, e.g. preferences for stairs
vs escalators
 The individuals compete for resources and target a destination
favourable to them. On their way, they re-route their path depending
upon further congestion.
 Other behavioural factors such as reaction times (to events such as
school bell ringing, end-of-race, fire alarm, etc.), speeds, overtaking,
etc. are modelled usually as a stochastic distribution from available
data.
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Data on the network parameters as well as behavioural characteristics is
modelled as a statistical distribution obtained from such as video
observations in similar scenarios.
An important part of the input data is the time based origin-destination
matrix. This usually depends on the problem and the scenario being studied,
e.g. for a school it is the time-table data, in the case of an airport arrivals
area it is the aircraft landing data and the terminal processing sequences and
routes.
The origin destination matrix is defined as an itinerary data, adding
intermediate nodes as necessary for people to visit as they approach their
main destinations. This allows modelling of a complex scenario such as an
airport terminal (aircraft immigration baggage customs exit),
school (classroom lockers exit coaches), etc.
There is also a time dimension to the origin-destination data, such that
certain journeys only begin at later stages of the simulation.
The model takes into account the interactions of people with the
building, environment, and other people within the network.

2.3

Static and pseudo-dynamic analysis

A substantial amount of information can be obtained without running a
full dynamic simulation. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the SMART
Move model with the static analysis part highlighted.
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Figure 2 Simplified flow-diagram of the static analysis.

2.3.1

Static Analysis

Using the available network model and the origin/destination data, a
static analysis is performed to gain valuable insight into the spatial
configuration (see Figure 3).
The 3D network can be analysed for graph theory measures such as:
 shortest/quickest routes
 connectivity parameters
 integration
 visibility, etc.
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Figure 3 Example of a connectivity graph.

The connectivity parameters may represent the number of links
connected to each node or more sophisticated space syntax measures such as
visibility.
2.3.2

Pseudo-dynamic analysis

The pseudo-dynamic analysis allows a simulation of the people
movement using the origin-destination data, but without running the full
simulation. It involves overlaying the dynamic elements of the movement,
the origin-destination data, over the graph being studied. The effect is
superimposed over the network to provide the footfalls and mean flow rates.
The algorithm used for the overlay is as follows:
for each link in the route
link.hit_count := 0
link.hit_rate := 0
link.hit_rate_density := 0
for each srce_node in the network
for each person on the srce_node
dest_list := create a list of destinations()
for each dest_node in dest_list
route := srce_node.quickest_route_to(dest_node)
for each link in the route
link.hit_count := link.hit_count + 1
link.hit_rate := srce_node.discharge_rate
link.hit_rate_density:=link.hit_rate/(link.width*
link.len)

Figure 4 Algorithm used in the pseudo-dynamic analysis.

The algorithm simply runs through the list of links and adds to it the
number of people visiting them, and the approximate rate at which they hit
them. The result is a weighted graph showing the footfalls or flowrate over
the network.

2.4

Dynamic Simulation

The dynamic simulation starts off where the static analysis finishes. It
uses the network analysis data coupled with the original route-choice models
for the beginning of the simulation. As the simulation progresses, the route-
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choice as well as the speeds of the individuals is updated continuously to
reflect the dynamics of the movement.
The simulation combines the network, behavioural and movement
models to provide a visual and interactive output on complex scenarios
during normal circulation and evacuation. The model takes a local-global
approach to the simulation and keeps track of people within and out of the
system at anytime, introducing them when they come out of their rooms, or
removing them when they arrive at their destinations (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Simplified flow-diagram of the dynamic simulation

At the end of the simulation the following flow statistics are available,
including:
 Dynamic simulation chart: time based profile of movement, queues,
etc.
 Evacuation times and times to clear specific levels
 Flow summary (queues, congestion points, who-goes-where data)
 Stair/escalator utilisation (heavily/least used resources, flow-rate
graphs, etc.)
 Design data (minimum necessary walkway widths, bridge widths
near resources)
It is also possible to trace the path taken by an individual through the
network.
The technique for network modelling, behavioural and origin-destination
data assignment, and static as well as dynamic analysis has been
implemented into SMART Move.

2.5

Design Mode and Design Optimisation

SMART Move can be run in analysis as well as design mode. In the
analysis mode, it works with the given design and variable input parameters
to simulate the interaction of people and produces resulting queue lengths,
waiting times, etc which can then be compared to the acceptable limits.
In the majority of real life building projects however, especially at early
stages of design, the key questions one likes to address is what those
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optimum design parameters are. We address the issue in one of the two
ways:
1. Running the software in Design Mode.
In the design mode, each link in the network is modelled with an
infinite width. This allows the movements to proceed without any flowrate restrictions. As a result, there are no queues at the links. The exact
flow-rates achieved at each link are then mapped for each link and
compared against the limiting flow rates for unit width. The result is a
map of the minimum width required at each link in the network.
The design mode provides a valuable insight into the circulation
design requirements.
2. Sensitivity Analysis and optimisation
SMART Move can carry out sensitivity analysis on a given design or
operational parameters. The desired parameters is varied between
multiple simulation runs, and plotted against the final objective.
The example below (see Figure 6) shows how the maximum flowrates achieved at the stairs varies with the class discharge intervals for a
school where we were modelling class changeovers. A low class
discharge means the classroom nodes (source nodes) discharge almost
simultaneously, leading to large flow-rates and congestion at stairs and
corridors.
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Figure 6 Stair flow-rates vs. class discharge interval.

In the above case there’s a limit to increasing the discharge interval to
reduce the stair flow rates, as it leads to some classes not emptying when
students for next session have already arrived outside. The waiting students
create congestion on the corridor which is not desirable.
An optimum is struck by limiting the class discharge interval to a point
when the overall queuing in the school is minimised. The variation in class
discharge interval was achieved by removing the central bell in the school,
as discussed in the next section.

3.

CASE STUDY – THOMAS DEACON ACADEMY

The capability of the software to perform quick sensitivity analysis
enabling optimisation of resources was fully exploited during the modelling
of a new 3-storey school in the UK having a capacity of over 2200 students
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(Figure 7). During a tutor-group changeover period every day, the school
timetable required each of these pupils and staff to move to tutor rooms
within the building for group registration. A detailed quantitative assessment
was carried out to highlight high density flows and bottlenecks, for which
the network model proved invaluable.

Figure 7 Thomas Deacon Academy in Peterborough, UK.

A network model was built for the academy and analysed. Static
(connectivity) and pseudo-dynamic (footfall) analysis results are shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8 Static and dynamic analysis of the Thomas Deacon Academy.

A realistic distribution of possible outcomes assessing congestion levels,
likelihood of queuing outside classrooms, queuing at the head of stairs etc
was produced. The quantitative understanding of the circulation design,
including appropriate sensitivity analysis (e.g. effects of the management
controlled class discharge interval on the queuing at stairs - Figure 9), was
then fed into the design optimisation process.
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Figure 9 Sensitivity of class discharge interval on queues at the stairs in a school
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CASE STUDY – A BUSINESS SCHOOL

Design of a primary UK business school (Figure 10) of 7,000 capacity
was optimised using SMART Move.

Figure 10 UK business school.

The business school has a complex movement of students between the
various service areas which include lecture theatres, shops, IT room, Dining
Hall, and social learning area. This is summarised in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Complex movement pattern between various nodes in the business school.

A 3D network model has been built to get an overview of the spatial
connectivity and the flow past various circulation spaces within the Student
Hub (see Figure 12). Detailed simulations were being carried out using
SMART Move (see Figure 13).
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Figure 12 Network model of the ground floor of the Student Hub.

The main stair leading from the ground floor to the first floor in the
Student Hub is near its minimum required width for safe circulation. Queue
levels were found to be within acceptable limits. This entrance can cause an
extra load on the stairs which might lead to considerable queues around the
main staircase.
We also examined what the consequences would be if the main stair
would be replaced with escalators. This seems to work better by further
reducing queuing levels and increasing student comfort. As the queues are
already low, the choice for escalators will be driven by the desired level of
comfort, architectural impact and costs. If escalators are applied they need to
be provided in pairs or together with a staircase.

Figure 13 Static network analysis and dynamic simulation of the Student Hub.

A ‘static’ 3D network model was built for the whole school to get an
overview of the spatial connectivity and the flow past various circulation
provisions (see Figure 13). Several runs of the worst case scenario were
performed with varying class time tables using SMART Move.
Figure 13 also shows a graph depicting typical numbers of students
moving along corridors, stairs and lifts (marked as ‘Moving’ on the graph
below), waiting due to crowding at various circulation provisions
(‘Queuing’), still at source (e.g. at seminar rooms) (‘AtSrc’) or at their
destination (‘AtDest’).
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Figure 14 Static network analysis and dynamic simulation of the Student Hub.

5.

SUMMARY

This paper demonstrates in brief the capabilities of a new network model
that we have developed and used to simulate the movements of people
during normal circulation and evacuation. The dynamic network model
introduced here offers significant advantages over the traditional methods,
with features such as the assignment of multiple choices to people and runtime congestion checks. The software developed has been demonstrated for
its use in sensitivity analysis and design optimisation in two schools. The
approach to integrating a complex behavioural sub-model into fast network
simulation makes the model a useful tool for circulation modelling.
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